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ABSTRACT
Serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma (STIC) is a precursor lesion to ovarian carcinoma. We developed an automated deep learning model that can detect and segment Serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma (STIC) lesions in Whole Slide Images (WSIs) of the Fallopian tube by exclusively making use of the morphological properties of STIC found in H&E stained WSIs. We trained a fully convolutional densenet and compared different class groupings and ratios used during training. We also compared a one-step and two-step approach on this task and lastly evaluated whether hard negative mining improved model performance. We evaluated our methods using the ROC and FROC Curves in addition to pixel-level class accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION
High grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGSC) is the leading cause of death amongst gynecologic carcinomas. While the incidence rate is comparatively low, the mortality rate is high at 65% [1]. Since there are no specific symptoms for ovarian carcinoma, it is often only detected at an advanced stage. Early detection may be crucial for improving patient outcomes [2]. As such, extensive research into possible biomarkers [3][4][5][6][7], precursors [8] and other methods [9] that lead to early detection has been done, but has not yet proven successful enough to be used in a clinical setting. Often due to low accuracy and the inability to detect small pre-invasive tumors [10][11][12][13][14].

1.1. STIC
Serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma (STIC) is considered to be a precursor lesion to HGGC and is found in the epithelial tissue of the fallopian tube [2]. It is mainly found in women with a BRCA1/2 mutation and in those who have a family history of ovarian cancer [8][15].

Apart from STIC, other premalignant Fallopian tube lesions are known such as serous tubal intraepithelial lesion (STIL) and p53 lesions. Especially the STIL lesions share morphological similarities with STIC such as nuclear and architectural atypia albeit at a lower rate [16]. Both lesions only occur in the epithelium of the Fallopian tube.

It is hypothesized that STIC lesions can acquire the ability of invasive growth and thus progress to Fallopian tube cancer [17]. Similarly, via shedding of STIC cells to the ovary or the peritoneal cavity, it can progress to ovarian carcinoma (OC) or primary peritoneal carcinoma (PPC) respectively. In practice Fallopian tube carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma and primary peritoneal carcinoma are all considered OC and are treated similarly.

BRCA 1 and 2 are genes that produce proteins which help repair damaged DNA. When either of these genes are mutated or when a harmful mutation is inherited from ones parents, this repairing function may be lost. This in turn increases the lifetime risk of breast cancer from 12% to 72% or 69% for BRCA 1 and 2 respectively. The life time risk of developing ovarian carcinoma is increased from 1.3% to 44% or 17% respectively [18][19]. Although the risk of ovarian cancer is lower than other carcinomas, the mortality rate is much higher[20] due to the absence of effective screening methods. BRCA1/2 carriers are offered enhanced screening or preemptive risk reducing surgery whereby both the ovaries and the fallopian tubes are removed, known as risk reducing salpingo oophorectomy (RRSO). This removal is often performed between 35 and 45 year of age when the desire to have children has been fulfilled, meaning that STIC has had ample time and opportunity to grow and spread. Whilst removing the ovaries reduces the risk of OC, it has many negative side-effects related to the induced early menopause.

With the growing evidence that ovarian carcinoma originates in the Fallopian tubes, alternative surgical methods are offered in an experimental setting, whereby only the Fallopian tubes are removed and the ovaries stay in situ, thus not inducing early menopause. The removed Fallopian tubes are extensively examined histologically. When the fallopian tube contains no (pre)cancerous cells, such as STIC, no additional treatment is considered necessary. However when a STIC lesion is found, the possibility that such a lesion has already shed aberrant cells to the ovaries is considered a reason to remove the ovaries. As such it is vital to successfully identify STIC lesions in order to be able to offer risk reducing salpingectomy with delayed oopharctomy as a safe alternative
treatment option to RRSO.

### 1.2. Detection of STIC

Currently STIC is detected based on histopathological examination of fallopian tube tissue. H&E staining is used to look for aberrant epithelium [17] after which MIB (Ki-67) and p53 stainings [21][22] are performed to confirm the diagnosis. The p53 staining highlights the TP53 tumor suppression gene [23]. Whereas the Ki-67 staining is a marker for cell growth or division [24]. Excessive cell growth is a possible sign of cancerous growth. Detection of STIC without both stainings is considerably more difficult [25]. Unfortunately the marker specific Ki-67 and p53 stainings are relatively expensive to make. Whilst the cost is relevant, it is not a hard limiting factor. A pathologist initially examines an H&E slide and only requests additional stainings if they suspect STIC is present in the slide. If the pathologist does not suspect STIC to be present in the tissue, the additional stainings are not requested. This can lead to the false negatives as it is more difficult to detect STIC in H&E stainings than in the marker specific stainings.

The pathologist often bases their initial decision on the cheaper H&E staining. In which we can only make use of the morphological properties of STIC lesions to differentiate it from other epithelial cells. These properties include:

- Polymorphism [2]
- Larger cells [2]
- The absence of cilia [2]
- Nuclear polychromasia [21]
- Nuclear stratification [21]
- Epithelial stratification [21]
- Mitotic figure [25]

To an untrained eye these cells generally look more chaotic and irregular than regular epithelium. It is difficult, even for a pathologist, to detect STIC in tissue solely using H&E stainings and there is a large interobserver variability [25]. All in all, a lot of effort is required by the pathologist, as they are expected to examine histopathological slides on high magnification for potential STIC cells, which makes diagnosing STIC a highly time consuming task.

Recently, certain computer algorithms have shown promising results on visual tasks [26][27][28][29][30][31], sometimes outperforming humans. These algorithms often make use of trained deep convolutional neural networks that are well suited for tasks such as object detection, segmentation, classification and more. We may be able to utilise these neural networks to assist the pathologist in their workflow to either improve their accuracy and robustness, or to decrease the time required to diagnose a patient.

We hypothesise that a neural network will be able to differentiate STIC from normal tissue even when based solely on the morphological properties that can be observed using H&E stainings. Which means that Ki-67 and p53 stainings might no longer be necessary in detecting STIC. Alternatively, the neural network could be applied to minimize the number of false positives of the pathologist.

Using a neural network will allow pathologist to spend their time more efficiently by highlighting suspicious areas and will help detect STIC. Additionally, our work will enable further research into STIC Lesions. At this moment, quantized research into STIC is difficult due to the limited known cases and thus limited amount of available data. One of our goals is for the neural network to be able to search through archived fallopian tube tissue samples and return only tissues where the model suspects the presence of STIC. The model will then generate annotations for all these digitized fallopian tubes. This will enable further research into STIC on a scale that is magnitudes greater than was previously possible.

### 2. RELATED WORK

#### 2.1. The rise of digital pathology

To this day, pathologists look through microscopes to diagnose the tissue of a patient. This is done for each patient individually and the pathologist has to search the entire tissue at high resolution for potential signals of abnormalities. The pathologist has a high work-load which makes it not surprising that some small areas of a tissue may be overlooked or misinterpreted during examination [32][33][34][35]. The pathologist could in theory delegate some of the easier cases to assistants, but even they have to be highly educated in order to do this work. Assisting the pathologist using custom made computer algorithms can make this whole process more scalable, robust and cost-effective.

Since the rise of computers, much effort has been made to help automate various processes in medical sector. In some cases there was early success [36] but the effectiveness was mainly limited to simple tasks. These algorithms were rule based and were heavily reliant on domain knowledge [37]. One example of rule-based algorithms can be found in radiology with the use of the left-right symmetry assumption of the breast to help highlight areas that are more likely to contain an abnormality [38]. These tools were used to assist the radiologist and help them diagnose cases more quickly.

#### 2.2. The use of AI within digital pathology

Deep learning and in particular convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have significantly increased the potential for digital pathology as these networks are able to learn to diagnose tissue while using minimal domain knowledge in the
form of labelled training data [39]. CNNs are able to detect visual patterns in images. Conversely, a pathologist follows a much more complex decision process, where they consider data other than the tissue. Pathologists may for example consider the patients medical history. These methods involving deep neural networks could not be used to their full extent until recently due to low computing power and expensive storage. Additionally, deep neural networks were not yet feasible due to the vanishing gradient problem [40]. Now that computing power and storage has become significantly cheaper and the vanishing gradient problem has been solved [41], digital pathology is becoming a part of many diagnosis processes [42] [43].

Currently, much research is being done to help pathologists make diagnoses by utilising artificial intelligence. The most obvious way of assisting the pathologist is by automatically highlighting specific objects such as carcinomas or by filtering out cases that are exceedingly normal. The technology is not at the stage where it can be used without the supervision and interpretation of a pathologist. The short term goal is that the pathologist can make use of the predictions in their own diagnosis. This may save them a considerable amount of time and would allow them to serve more patients while still making confident diagnoses with the same level of accuracy. This is especially important with the growing number of patients that have to be served by one pathologist [42] [43] [45] [37]. Example applications of AI within Digital pathology include nuclei-segmentation [46], lymph node metastate detection [47], prostate cancer [48] and Gleason grading [49] in which AI was able to outperform the average pathologist. This work also shows that pathologists assisted by AI were performing better than pathologists without AI assistance.

2.3. Deep Learning in detection of Ovarian Carcinomas

As far as we are aware, this is the first time that algorithms have been applied for the purpose of detecting and segmenting STIC in Whole Slide Images. There has been more research into detecting ovarian carcinomas in general. These efforts are based on varying input data such as biomarkers, histopathological & cytological images, CT scans or multiphoton microscopy images.

A neural network trained on RNA sequencing has produced a miRNA algorithm for diagnosis of epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) [50]. Zhang et al. trained an artificial neural network that used four tumor marker values (CA-125 II, CA 72–74, CA 15–13 and M-CSF) as input to detect early-stage ovarian cancer [51]. Similarly Donach et al. used an artificial neural network with four marker values (OVX1, M-CSF, CA19–19 and CA 72–74) as input [52]. Lu et al. predict the origin of Cancers of Unknown Primary (CUP) using a convolutional neural network [53]. Wu et al. apply deep convolutional neural networks to cytological images to classify ovarian cancer types [54]. Wang et al. Predict the risk of recurrence using a densenet in high-grade serous ovarian cancer based on CT scans [55]. Huttunen et al. classifies multiphoton microscopy images of ovarian tissue using deep learning into the classes healthy or high-grade serous carcinoma [56].

2.4. Whole Slide Images

In digital pathology, representation of a scanned tissue are stored digitally as Whole slide images (WSIs). These slides regularly exceed the size of 100GB and are stored in a so called multi resolutional image format (mrxs), which stores representations of the tissue in ‘tiles’ at different levels of resolution. This allows the pathologist to digitally observe, diagnose and annotate the tissue at one of several levels of zoom or resolution. This is similar to how a pathologist would observe tissue through a microscope. Since the file sizes of WSIs are much larger than what a normal computer is able to load into memory, the mrxs format must allow us to partially load the WSI.

For the purpose of diagnosing a patient, a pathologist will come to a slide-level or patient-level conclusion by inspection slides in a digital slide viewer. In contrast, in order to create a dataset usable for the training of neural networks they make pixel-level annotations by encircling regions of the tissue data. ASAP (Automated Slide Analysis Platform) [1] is used at the Radboud UMC as the digital slide viewing and annotating software. In our case, the annotations are stored in xml format which will later be converted to labels per pixel that can be used in the training and evaluation of neural networks.

2.5. Patching

Similarly to the pathologist, a neural network is able to make either pixel-level or slide-level predictions. A pixel-level prediction in the form of a heatmap is much more interpretable than a slide-level prediction. Due to the large size of the highest resolution layer of WSIs, it becomes more complex to create a slide-level predictor, as we are not able to load the a whole WSI into (GPU) memory at once. These two reasons motivate us to create a patch-based pixel-level predictor. A patch is a small part of a larger image, which is often used when the original image cannot be loaded into memory. The input to the neural network will be a patch, the output can be either an output patch or a center pixel prediction. The former is often accomplished with a U-net [30] style architecture, while the latter can be achieved with several different architectures such as a densenet [57], in this case the training data will be pairs of patches and labels of the center pixel. The densenet will use the whole patch to compute a prediction for the center pixel.

https://computationalpathologygroup.github.io/ASAP/
2.6. Heatmaps
To apply a trained network to a WSI is what we refer to as inference. We will use the network to predict a value for each pixel in the WSI, all these predictions together are what forms a heatmap. A heatmap can be interpreted as an image that can be overlayed on the original WSI, where it can highlight specific tissue. For example, our heatmap can be used to visually highlight STIC. We can use this heatmap further to determine on a slide level whether or not STIC is present. If, for example, the heatmap shows that a large region of the WSI is predicted as STIC, we conclude that STIC is present in that WSI.

2.7. Fully convolutional Densenet
In the current digital pathology the main form of AI is the convolutional neural network. This type of network excels at learning complex patterns from labelled image data. For our research we will use a fully convolutional Densenet \[57\] which has so far shown good results in digital pathology. A densenet is an neural network architecture which makes extensive use of residual connections that are also seen in Resnets\[41\]. A densenet is made up of blocks, each several layers deep. Each block is connected to the other blocks by means of feed forward residual connections. This means that feature maps of previous layers can be used in later layers without redundancy. A fully convolutional densenet is a modification of a densenet in which only convolutional layers are used. As a result, this network can accept inputs of any size. This architecture has already been used to detect malignant regions in the prostate \[58\], to classify interstitial lung disease \[59\], the automatic scoring of nuclear pleomorphism spectrum in breast cancer \[60\] and more.

3. DATA
Our dataset consists of 60 Whole Slide Images (WSIs) of the Fallopian tube of individual patients each with a BRCA1/2 mutation. This data was collected from several hospitals within the Netherlands and the tissues have been excised and archived between 2001 and 2019. Each of these images has been annotated by a pathologist, who marked areas within the image as either normal epithelium, STIC or STIL. Annotations of non epithelial regions were provided by pathologist in training. These classes include bloodvessels, cysts, cancer, fat and inflammation. The STIC and STIL classes only occur in epithelial tissue and are annotated exhaustively in our dataset. Each other class has been sparsly annotated, which means that no effort has been made to annotate, for example, each bloodvessel. In practice, the majority of these tissues are left unnanotated, as a sufficient amount of annotations had already been collected. A WSI is not guaranteed to include each class, except for one of STIC or STIL. We will refer to all aforementioned classes as annotation classes. Later we will group these into model classes, on which we will train and evaluate our model.

We also have access to 65 healthy WSIs containing tissue of the Fallopian tube. These contain no malignant tissue and have not been annotated any further. We will make use of these slides when we evaluate our model using the ROC and FROC curves. The absence of annotations is a non-issue for this purpose. Since our model should distinguish only between STIC and non-STIC, we assume that any prediction of STIC in these slides is a false positive. For the purpose of testing we also do not require any non-epithelial annotations, as we are only interested in the STIC/ non-STIC performance.

We will split our dataset into 50 WSIs for training, 5 for validation and 5 for testing. Each split was made to contain annotations from all classes. We have created 5 crossvalidated permutations of this dataset, in which we ensured that each validation and test slide was not included in more than one split. These five splits allows us to evaluate on 25 validation WSIs and 25 test WSIs. There is no leakage since all WSIs are from unique patients. For 250 epochs, we will sample 400 batches of 32 patches of 279x279 pixels from the WSI, where the center pixel of the patch is within the annotations. We sample our patches equally from all model classes unless stated otherwise, this means we will train on the same amount of STIC, healthy epithelium and non epithelium. The patches are extracted from the second highest resolution level available in our WSIs: 0.5 micrometer per pixel. Afterwards they are normalized and randomly augmented using flipping, rotating, scaling, by changing the color or contrast, by blurring the image, by adding noise or by using a filter which changes the staining.

After our initial training, we observed different annotation habits between the two annotators, where one included lumen in the epithelium annotations whereas the other did not. This caused a bias towards one of the classes and caused the model to mispredict lumen and perform poorly on STIC. We changed these annotations such that they would include as little lumen as possible which lessened the observed effect.

4. METHODS
Here we will introduce the experiments that we performed and we will provide motivation for each. These experiments all aim to improve the performance at which the model can differentiate STIC from normal epithelium tissue.

4.1. Class grouping & ratios
There are several choices that can be made in how we use the dataset most effectively. One example is how we process the annotation classes into model classes that can be supplied to the network: what is the best way to group them into model classes? Another example is at which ratios we should sample the classes, is it better to use balanced training data, or should
we match the distribution found in real data? In the latter case the model would mainly train on non-epithelium tissue.

In addition to STIC and normal epithelium annotations, we have made annotations of other tissue: Non epithelium, blood vessels, cancer, cysts, fat and inflammation. An important question is how to use this information to improve the performance on the differentiation between STIC and normal epithelium. For example: Cancer and STIC look similar to each other, it may be beneficial to group Cancer with STIC during training. Grouping Cancer with STIC means that the model does not need to learn to differentiate STIC from Cancer, which is much more difficult to do compared to distinguishing STIC from epithelium for example. The model would use a large part of its capacity to make the decision between STIC and Cancer, while this capacity can better be spend on learning the difference between STIC and epithelium. Additionally adding Cancer to STIC can be seen as increasing the amount of data for STIC classes. The model can then make use of patterns in both STIC and Cancer to be more robust and overfit less. Lastly, it is not an issue if our final model predicts Cancer as STIC, both STIC and Cancer are (pre)malignant and the pathologist can easily distinguish between the two. Conversely, we might decide that Cancer should be grouped with non-epithelium, as the cancerous cells are present in the stroma and not in the epithelium. While cancerous cells originate from epithelial cells, they have undergone significant changes that make them easily separable from epithelial cells. There is also the possibility that not including cancer at all, or at a lower sampling rate, is the best option. There are several tissue types that raise similar questions which we answer later on in this thesis.

4.2. Slide level metrics

As mentioned in section [7], One of our goals is to be able to filter archived Fallopian tube tissue samples and return only the slides where the model predicts the presence of STIC. As such, it is important to develop a slide-level metric that can be used to find only the cases that are most likely to contain STIC. The resulting availability of Fallopian tube tissue annotated on slide-level with STIC will allow for quantitative research into STIC. As it allows researchers to use larger datasets of tissue samples to build their work on.

To be able to calculate a correct slide level metric, our model should predict a correct pixel level prediction for every pixel in a WSI. We collect for each pixel in the WSI the corresponding model prediction, we call this a pixel-level heatmap. From this heatmap we should be able to compute the slide-level prediction: Is there STIC present in this WSI or not? Since our model is applied to all pixels in a WSI, it should produce a reasonable prediction for each of those pixels. That means that our model should perform well on any type of tissue that can be found in the Fallopian tube. In order to do this, our model should be able to classify STIC, (healthy) epithelium and all other tissue (non-epithelium). The non epithelium model class should encompass each type of tissue that is not either STIC, STIL or healthy epithelium, among others it will include stroma, blood vessels and lumen.

4.3. Two-step or one-step

We established that we need to differentiate not only between STIC and normal epithelium, but also between epithelium and non-epithelium. We can accomplish this in two different ways. The first is to train one model to distinguish these three classes. Another solution is to build a 2-step approach. This entails that we first differentiate only between epithelium and non-epithelium, which gives us a mask of all epithelium tissue. In the second step we will then, from this mask, differentiate between STIC and normal epithelium. This method may have higher performance as both tasks are easier in definition. It also allows for a post-processing step to combine both masks. The availability of two masks instead of one, may give us more insight into the performance of the individual models.

4.4. Hard negative mining

Lastly, we will perform hard negative mining [61][62][63] and evaluate whether or not this improves the slide and object level metrics. Hard negative mining is the act of training on data that the neural network has miss-predicted on. The assumption is that training more frequently on relatively difficult data will improve model performance, as the new additional labels correct the model on its miss-predictions. Hard negative mining aims to reduce the amount of false positives. To perform hard negative mining, we first generate a prediction mask using a trained model, then we compare this mask against the annotations provided by the pathologist. We identify the areas where the model predicted the presence of STIC, but where the pathologist did not. We assume that the pathologist is correct in all cases. We save all these locations to a separate mask where they are marked as healthy epithelium. This mask will be used to fine-tune our trained model for 10 epochs at a low learning rate. In our case we apply hard negative mining only to the STIC class. This is because the STIC class is the only annotation class that has the guarantee of being exhaustively annotated. If we were to, for example, perform hard negative mining on our epithelium annotations, we would find that the majority of the ‘hard negatives’ found are actually just unannotated epithelium, fine-tuning on these hard negatives would be catastrophic. This is the reason why we can only perform hard negative mining for the STIC class. Since we are only able to compute hard-negatives over the STIC annotations, we can only fine-tune the second model(STIC vs non-STIC) in the two-step approach. We cannot fine-tune the one-step model as we cannot automatically give a correct true label to this hard negative. We cannot apply this to the first two-step model (Epithelium
Table 1. Class grouping experiment one-step. The rows indicate the annotations class. The columns indicate the model class, or the exclusion from the dataset. The crosses indicate that we evaluate a grouping strategy where the respective model class is assigned to the respective model class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation classes</th>
<th>Model class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epithelium</td>
<td>STIC, STIC near cancer, Epithelium, Cystic Epithelium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-epithelium</td>
<td>Non Epithelium, Bloodvessel, Fat, Inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIC</td>
<td>STIC, STIC near cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-STIC</td>
<td>Normal Epithelium, Cystic Epithelium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Class grouping two-step model

5. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we will state the design and implementation details of each experiment.

5.1. Class grouping & ratios

In section 4 we mentioned how we could group the annotation classes into model classes, to find the optimal configuration. For some annotation classes, such as cancer, we can use our domain knowledge to build hypotheses, which we can then test empirically. In the example of cancer, we can place it in the non epithelium class grouping, since cancer is not epithelium. But we could also place it in the STIC class, since it is visually very similar to STIC. Table 1 shows the configurations that we will evaluate. We will furthermore test the setup where we classify each of the 10 classes individually. We expect that this method will have inferior performance compared to the other setups, but we are interested in the resulting confusion matrix.

Lastly, we will try out different sampling ratios of the model class. We aim to better match the distribution of the class imbalance that can be found in real world data. We test three configurations in total, where we sample healthy epithelium classes at a rate of 1, 3 or 9 respectively.

5.2. Two-step or one-step

In the two step approach we must decide again which annotation labels constitute to epithelium or non epithelium and also which labels belong to STIC or non-STIC. Table 2 shows what types of annotation classes the model classes contain. We chose these classes based on the results from the class grouping experiment.

We combine the masks from the two networks to create a continuous heatmap that only activates on STIC. First we threshold the epithelium output masks, which results in a binary heatmap where a pixel is only either Epithelium or not epithelium, represented by ones and zeroes respectively. We then remove connected components of under 50 pixels in this mask and multiply it with the STIC mask to find the intersect of the two masks. This mask contains zeroes at all pixels where the prediction is non epithelium, and holds a continuous prediction for STIC on epithelial pixels.

5.3. Hard negative mining

Machine learning models will almost always make some incorrect predictions. In the case of our two-step model we face a binary classification task, this means that there are two types of mistakes the model could make: false positives, where healthy tissue is predicted as STIC, and false negatives, where STIC is predicted as healthy. In our case we are provided with exhaustively annotated STIC labels. Conversely, healthy tissue is sparsely annotated. From this we can infer that unannotated regions are healthy tissue, any STIC prediction in these regions will be a false positive. Our model will, by default, not be able to learn from this, as the data is not labelled and as such it will never be sampled at training. We can however still leverage this data, by identifying which areas of the WSI the network predicts incorrectly as a false positive, save these locations and retrain or fine-tune our model using these extra annotated datapoints. On additionally benefit of hard negative mining is that we only train on the patches which the model had difficulty with before. This means that extra time can be spend during training to perfect the model, instead of wasting resources going through mostly easy patches.

We performed hard negative mining on the two-step approach. We obtained hard negative masks by computing and thresholding the post processed output of the two step approach and subtracting from this the true positives as found in our annotation data. We have dilated these true positives with a uniform 10x10 kernel as to not include this area in our hard negative mask. This method will find hard negatives not just in already annotated areas, but anywhere in the complete WSI.

We then supplemented the previous dataset with these hard negative masks and fine-tuned the densenet on this new dataset for 10 epochs at a low learning rate. Since this method is expected to lead to less false positives, we do not expect to see much improvement within the annotations themselves as they are either true positives or false negatives to begin with.
We do expect to see an improvement on the ROC and FROC of the slide level STIC risk predictor.

As mentioned, we are only able to compute hard-negatives over the STIC annotations and can only fine-tune the second model (STIC vs non-STIC) in the two-step approach.

6. METRICS & EVALUATION

6.1. Class accuracy

We use class accuracy as the pixel level metric to compare how our models perform within the (non exhaustive) annotations and to observe the performance on a class to class basis.

6.2. STIC risk score

Since a STIC detection model would likely be used to identify cases of STIC in archived data, it is important to develop a slide-level metric that can be used to find only the cases that are most likely to contain STIC. We achieve this by computing the STIC-risk score which is the ratio between STIC and Epithelium in a given Whole Slide Image, which is calculated from the prediction heatmap:

\[
\text{STIC-risk} = \frac{\#\text{STIC}}{\#\text{Epithelium}}
\]

6.3. ROC

We evaluate this slide level risk score on both recall and precision using the ROC Curve, where we will prioritise precision to eliminate false positives. The false positive rate should be low as we can assume that the large majority of archived fallopian tube tissue will not contain STIC. We will also calculate the corresponding area under the ROC Curve (AUC). This measure will give insight into how well the slide-level STIC risk score can be used to filter archived data. For this use case we prioritise reducing the amount of false positives.

6.4. FROC

We will also compute the object-based free-response receiver operating characteristic (FROC) and the area under the FROC curve (AUFC) in the same manner as is done in CAMELYON16. A FROC Curve is a plot of the sensitivity (or true positive rate) against the average number of false-positives per whole slide image.

When considering how the model will be used by a pathologist, we must evaluate how much time they will have to spend per slide in order to come to a conclusion. Without the model the pathologist has to verify for each epithelial cell that it is not STIC, this is naturally very time consuming. Our model could significantly speed up this process. The rate at which this happens correlates with the amount of false positives per image, as the pathologist has to consider each of these areas until they identify STIC. As such we use a method which compares the amount of false positives per slide against the sensitivity.

We will compute the FROC and ROC for each cross validation. Each of these have 5 test WSIs as positives, which are guaranteed to contain some amount of STIC, and all cross validation splits use the same 65 Healthy WSIs as negatives, which contain no STIC at all. We will compute separate ROC and FROC curves per split. In total we will use 25 positive test slides. We will report the individual and averaged AUC/AUFC.

7. RESULTS

Here we will show the results for each experiment and highlight key results. The discussion and drawing of conclusions from these findings will be shared in the sections hereafter.

7.1. Class grouping and ratios

Table 3 shows the pixel level class accuracies for different class groupings. We have included Table 7 in the appendix, this table shows per grouping strategy exactly which annotation classes belong to which model class, we strongly recommend to use this table as a reference point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grouping strategy</th>
<th>STIC</th>
<th>HEALTHY epithelium</th>
<th>NON epithelium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CancerNON</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CancerSTIC *</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CystHEALTHY</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CystNON</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOcancercyst</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOcancercyststil *</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10class</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Class accuracies for different class grouping strategies. The strategies marked with an asterisk hold the best performance when considering the sum of STIC and Healthy class accuracies.

Here follows the compacted overview our base grouping strategy entails: we include STIC and STIC near cancer in the STIC model class, normal epithelium as the healthy epithelium model class and Non-epithelium, Blood vessels, fat and inflammation in the Non-epithelium model class. This base grouping strategy does not change. What does change, is where we assign Cancer, Cyst and STIL. For each strategy we will distribute these three annotation classes to different model classes. Each grouping type is evaluated on the same data using the class grouping of the base strategy to allow for a fair comparison.

Table 7 also shows exactly how each strategy differs from the base strategy. Again, we provide the compacted
overview here: cancerNON means that the cancer annotations were interpreted as if they were non epithelium. CancerSTIC, conversely, would mean that we group cancer with the STIC model class. NOcancercyst means that we did not include either of cancer and cyst annotations in our training. HEALTHYx3 means that we oversampled Healthy epithelium by a factor of 3, whereas we normally train on balanced data. This was an attempt to more closely match the actual distribution found in whole slide images. The 10class grouping was trained to observe the confusion matrix, which is included in the appendix as Figure 3.

From Table 3 we can see that not including cancer and cysts (NOcancercyst) in our training is beneficial for STIC performance, the performance on healthy epithelium however drops when compared to other groupings. When considering the performance on healthy epithelium, we see that not including cancer, cysts or STIL at all (NOcancercyststil) is best. The non epithelium class accuracy does not depend heavily on the chosen grouping strategy. In practise we will use the strategy that leads to the maximal performance in both STIC and Healthy Epithelium accuracies. We see that, when considering the sum of these two, excluding cancer, cyst and STIL leads to the best class accuracies together with the strategy of assigning cancer to STIC. Table 4 shows that increasing the sampling ratio of healthy epithelium does not improve overall performance when compared to the base ratio (HEALTHYx1). This means that we should not increase the sampling rate of healthy epithelium.

### 7.2. Two-step or one-step

Within our annotations the two-step approach improves slightly upon the one-step approach by achieving a class accuracy on STIC of 84%. We also evaluate the choice between the one-step and two-step approach by using the area under the ROC and FROC curves to gain insight into the slide and region level performance. These metrics were higher in the two-step approach when compared to the one-step, this can be seen in Table 5. Especially the AUFC score is improved in the two-step approach. As mentioned before, we use a 5-fold cross validated dataset for to train and evaluate the two-step approach. The area under the ROC and FROC curves for each individual split can be observed in Table 6.

#### Table 4. Class accuracies for different class ratio strategies. The strategies marked with an asterisk hold the best performance when considering the sum of STIC and Healthy class accuracies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio strategy</th>
<th>STIC epithelium</th>
<th>HEALTHY epithelium</th>
<th>NON epithelium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHYx1 *</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHYx3</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHYx9</td>
<td>.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 5. AUC and AUFC values for one-step, two-step and hard negative mining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment type</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>AUFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-step</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step + Hard negative mining</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 6. AUC and AUFC values for the individual splits in the two-step approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross validation split</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>AUFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two-step cv1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step cv2</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step cv3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step cv4</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step cv5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1. ROC Curves for one-step, two-step and hard negative mining**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment type</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>AUFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-step</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step + Hard negative mining</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows corresponding ROC curves of both approaches. We have included the ROC curves of the individual splits in the appendix as Figure 2.

### 7.3. Hard negative mining

Hard negative mining significantly improves slide level performance as can be seen by the area under the ROC and FROC Curves in Tables 5 and 6 and Figure 1. This is as expected as the hard negative mining technique aims to remove false positives.

The original false positive predictions that were used in this hard negative mining were sometimes characterized by artefacts in the scanning process, but most often the false positives were regions of tissue that were visually similar to STIC or they were some other tissue that the network had not encountered before during training. These false positives could
be significantly reduced through the process of hard negative mining. Reducing the amount of false positives is crucial to determining a slide level metric which considers the whole WSI.

8. DISCUSSION

In finding the optimal class grouping strategy we experimented mainly with where to assign cancer, Cysts and STIL. For each of these annotation classes, we provided arguments that it is not trivial to find the one correct model class, as each annotation class could potentially be assigned to another model class as well. We found through our experiments that the best class grouping strategies were: 1) not including cancer, cysts and STIL (NOcancercyststil), or 2) assigning cancer to STIC and assigning STIL and Cysts according to the base strategy (cancerSTIC). To support the first strategy of NOcancercyststil, we can make the argument that the cancer, cyst, STIL annotation classes do not add enough beneficial information for training the network and mostly distract the network. These annotation classes are, as mentioned, not obviously assignable to one specific model class. This added complexity does not outweigh the potential increase of relevant training data that these annotations could bring.

Including cancer in the STIC class achieves the same summed performance as NOcancercyststil. Cancer is visually very similar to STIC tissue, the largest difference is that Cancer is not epithelium and as such often present in the stroma instead of near the lumen. The network is able to make use of this extra training data of cancer to improve its classification on STIC. This also implies that there are not enough STIC annotation in the dataset and annotating and training on more STIC annotations will be beneficial for the model performance.

Since both strategies were virtually equal in performance, we can look at the practical application and identify the strategy that may be the most convenient to develop further. One aspect of future development will be collection a larger data set. This includes making annotation of the new tissue. As the Cyst and STIL annotations do not significantly contribute to the performance of the model, it may be optimal to focus on the annotations of tissue such as healthy epithelium in addition to the aforementioned STIC.

Our two step approach performs better than the one step. This is likely because the first step model segments the epithelium, which is relatively easy. Our second model then only has learn to be able to differentiate STIC versus Healthy epithelium. This split allows both model to specialise in these simpler tasks and effectively use twice the model capacity of a densenet. There are two added benefits to using the two step approach. The first is that since we have the intermediate epithelium prediction, the system is not as much of a black box, we have access to an intermediate epithelium mask. The second is that it is modular, it is simple to replace the epithelium detection network for a different model for example.

Hard negative mining improved the slide level performance of the two-step model as can be seen from the increased area under the ROC and FROC curves. The amount of false positives after the hard negative mining is reduced significantly. To reduce these further, effort should be made to add more STIC and epithelial annotations to the training data. The detection of artefacts would also improve the model performance.

9. CONCLUSION

We presented a deep convolutional neural network that can segment STIC lesions in Whole slide images and we found the optimal configuration to be a two-step approach with hard negative mining. The model can be used by a pathologist to assist them in the detection of STIC in a H&E stained slide. Furthermore, we defined a STIC-risk score that can be used as a slide level predictor to filter archived data for the purpose of future research. Our method achieved an AUC of 0.90 and an AUFC of 0.86. Additional performance and robustness can still be achieved through the expansion of the training set, mainly by increasing the amount of epithelium and STIC annotations.

10. FUTURE WORK

10.1. Different architectures

In this work we used DenseNet and obtained good results. Since our DenseNet is a fully convolutional model that predicts the center pixel of a patch, experimenting with a pure segmentation network such as a U-net could be worthwhile. Alternatively, using a context aware architecture such as HookNet[66] could improve performance by combining context and detail.

10.2. Hyper parameter optimization

We have not performed extensive hyper parameter optimization on our models. We expect that experimenting with different patch sizes, resolution levels, model configurations or architectures will lead to a better performing model.

10.3. Exhustively annotate data

We mentioned that our data is not exhaustively annotated, except for the STIC class. This means that on a pixel level we can only evaluate and make claims about sensitivity (recall), but not precision. Other measures such as a DICE score also become more difficult to implement and extract meaning from as a result of non-exhaustively annotated data. In order to more extensively evaluate a model, it is beneficial to create a limited number of test slides or test regions that are exhaustively annotated.
10.4. Annotate more data

Throughout our experiments we have noticed that there are likely not enough STIC and epithelium annotation present in the data for optimal performance. We expect that collecting and annotating more data can significantly increase the model performance on both the pixel level class accuracies and the slide level metrics.
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Fig. 2. ROC two-step. For each individual cross validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STIC</th>
<th>Healthy Epithelium</th>
<th>Non-epithelium</th>
<th>Not included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>STIC, STIC near Cancer</td>
<td>Normal epithelium</td>
<td>Non-epithelium, Blood vessel, Fat, Inflammation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CancerNON</td>
<td>STIL</td>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CancerSTIC</td>
<td>Cancer,STIL</td>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CystHealthy</td>
<td>STIL</td>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CystNON</td>
<td>STIL</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOcancercyst</td>
<td>STIL</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer, Cyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOcancercyststil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer, Cyst, STIL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. The exact class grouping strategies. The row 'Base' contains all annotation classes that remain static throughout the experiments, the following rows show how the configuration is enhanced compared to the 'Base' row.
Fig. 3. Confusion matrix of the 10 class model
Fig. 4. Froc curves for each split of the two-step model
Fig. 5. FROC curves for the onestep (left) and hardnegative (right) model.

Fig. 6. Example model output on H&E stained tissue from the Fallopian tube. The blue dots each encircle a STIC (or STIL) region. Tissue highlighted in green is predicted as STIC by the model. This example was cherry picked to show the model working as expected.
Fig. 7. This example was cherry picked to show the model performing poorly. The model generates false positives on healthy epithelium and sometimes on lumen.
Fig. 8. This examples show the model correctly predicting unannotated carcinoma as STIC. The pathologist confirmed that this region is malignant carcinoma. This figure shows the same tissue twice, one with the prediction heatmap overlayed and one without.
Fig. 9. This example show the model predicting unusual epithelium tissue as STIC. If the pathologist were to diagnose this patient, it would be good to take a closer look at this region.

Fig. 10. This example show the model predicting blood vessel epithelium as STIC. This is a recurring false positive that can be easily dismissed by the pathologist during diagnosis.
Fig. 11. This example show an average model prediction. Note that the pathologists annotations have been disabled for the purpose of this figure. The two areas surrounded by rounded squares are false positives. The rest of the model predictions are correct.
Fig. 12. The first image shows healthy tissue, the second image shows STIC tissue.